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Deliverable description and summary
The aim of work package 9 was development of software and computing environment to extend the
current R system to make it more performant and simple. This is necessary with the ever increasing
volume of data that bioinformatic statistical algorithms need to process. Another aim was to improve
the integrability of bioinformatic workflows into corporate software. The goal was to achieve this
through further development of Renjin, our open source interpreter for the R language implemented
in pure Java[1].

Research progress
To increase Renjin's compatibility with GNU R we have worked on 4 parts of the system (1)
implementation of missing base R functions, (2) implementation of the S4 object system, (3)
improvement of the GCC Bridge tool chain to support better support compilation of C, C++, and
Fortran code to JVM bytecode, and (4) writing Java implementations for missing C/C++ functions
from C Standard Library (CSL) which are used by R packages.

S4 object system
The S4 object system adds some of the features of Object Oriented Programming (OOP) to the R
language. This makes the code more reusable, readable and, consequently, maintainable.
Bioconductor packages are heavily using the S4 system. The UML Class diagram of Renjin S4 object
system is included as Annex I. Our current implementation of the S4 system has been tested with
many popular R packages that make extensive use of this (such as Matrix, IRanges, GRanges,
GenomicRanges, hash, etc).

Optimizations
Like any other interpreter, Renjin has different code execution modes. When normal R code is being
performed, the code is executed through the Renjins AST interpreter which, by necessity, has an
identical behaviour to that of GNU R. This node-by-node evaluation of the AST, with steps such as
symbol lookup and argument matching, is the slowest mode.
When serialized vectorized operations are performed on large data, these are deferred and passed to
Renjin’s Vector Operation Pipeliner that has been developed earlier [2]. Vector Pipeliner performs
selection push-down, parallel scheduling, function de-virtualization and common expression
elimination optimizations on the operation tree. These are well know optimizations in query
languages such as SQL.
To improve the performance, the R language provides interfaces to dispatch computations to native
codes written in C, C++, and Fortran code through the so called .Call, .C and, .Fortran functions.
Renjin relies on the JVM to handle the dispatch to the precompiled JVM bytecodes of these
functions. Renjin has its own toolchain called GCC-bridge to compile C/C++ and Fortran to JVM
bytecode. Since many R packages make use of this functionality, there is now a large number of
legacy native code that needs to be supported by any R interpreter to be useful. Our progress on this
is described in “Compatibility with GNU R” subsection.
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The last execution mode, is the Renjin’s Loop JIT compiler, which as activated when running long
for-loops. Not all repetitive R codes can be written as efficient serialized vector operations or apply
family functions. For example, a simple vectorized operation on a large dataset that would translate
to ten operations could become millions of operations when using a standard for-loop. These loops
are often rewritten by R programmers and package developers in native languages. The aim of the
Renjin loop compiler has been to avoid this, and to directly compile the loop to the JVM bytecode by
the interpreter.

Renjin Loop JIT compiler
R package authors commonly rewritten the most time consuming parts of their code in native
languages to deal with computational bottlenecks. Most often it involves a repetitive part of code
(for-loops) that has to be repeated for each observation within a dataset. The native code is
translated to an intermediate representation by a compiler such as GNU C Compiler (GCC) and
optimized and than compiled to machine code (Figure 1A). We realized that the 3-address-code (3AC)
representation of a simple loop body is very similar to that of a C code. In other words, the repetitive
operations performed within a R loop body, more often than not, do not use the dynamic features of
the R language. We therefore developed a Just-In-Time (JIT) compiler for Renjin that converts the
loop-body to Intermediate Representation (IR), and using the same processes found in compilers,
converts this IR to efficient JVM bytecode. The JVM than generates the machine code and performs
optimizations where possible (Figure 1B). The Renjin Loop JIT Compiler has been merged to the
master branch of Renjin.

Figure 1. Current process of improving R code performance in compared to Renjin Loop compiler.
(A) R code is rewritten in C/C++ by (scientific) programmer, which is first converted to an
Intermediate Representation (IR) and then to binary machine code by the compiler. (B) Renjin Loop
JIT Compiler recognizes repetitive R code and converts it into Intermediate Representation (IR) and
translates to JVM bytecode. The JVM converts the generated bytecode to efficient machine code.

Compatibility with R ecosystem
GCC Bridge toolchain
The R language allows programmers to dispatch computations to functions written in native codes
such as C, C++, and Fortran languages to improve the performance. Many packages in Bioconductor
and or their dependencies are partially written in these languages (Table 1). Therefore, the ability to
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compile these languages to efficient JVM bytecode is essential for Renjin’s compatibility and
performance.
Repository

R

C

C++

Fortran

CRAN

17.16

8.84

5.24

1.84

Bioconductor

2.50

1.76

1.71

0.02

Table 1. Use of different languages in packages from two main R package
repositories (in million lines).
In R, every object is stored as a SEXP which is a more complex structure containing the variable and
metadata about the object. Due to the copy-on-modify semantics of the R language, modification of
any object as simple as a scalar value instigates large number of operations to create a new and valid
SEXP object containing the new value. C/C++ language, on the other hand, provides direct access to
the memory and allows passing of references to objects (called pointers). This allows in-place
manipulation of objects and avoids expensive creation, storage and access of SEXPs, significantly
improving the performance.
The principal technical challenge in compiling C, C++, and Fortran (what we call “native source code”)
to JVM bytecode is the difference in memory models between the target of a physical machine and a
virtual machine such as the Java Virtual Machine (JVM). Specifically, the JVM enforces type and
memory safety at runtime. If a program, for example, declares a memory area to hold an integer, a
pointer cannot be subsequently read or written to this memory area.
Our initial approach to bridging this mismatch focused on compiling a subset of programs that
honored its own type declarations. As long as programs explicitly allocated memory as a sequence of
double-precision floating point numbers, and subsequently read and wrote double-precision floating
point numbers to this array, our compiler produced correct and efficient JVM bytecode whose
performance approached that of GCC (data not shown).
This subset included a large number of numerical and statistical algorithms that are key to the GNU R
ecosystem. This included, for example, the “nmath” library which is written in C and provides a broad
range of functions related to probability distributions.
Many packages, however, included native source code that fell outside of this subset. To ensure that
Renjin could be used with a great as possible set of existing code, we embarked on a new approach
using “virtual pointers.” Rather than attempting to map C/C++/Fortran arrays, pointers and
structures, we compiled pointer and array operations to calls to a JVM interface exposing those
operations. This has enormously boosted Renjin’s compatibility and significantly increased the
number of successfully compiling R packages, but has led to performance regressions in some cases
(Table 2). We believe that the performance can be improved as we learn more about which type of
pointers are used in R packages and how they are processed.
Implementation of missing base R and C Standard Library functions
We are continuously adding more functions from base R and CSL that are missing. The CSL contains a
large number of functions used by C/C++ programmers. However, only a limited number of these
functions are being used by R package developers. Given our progress so far we are confident that
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we will be able to implement the missing essential functions required to run the bioinformatic
workflows. It is not possible, as yet, to give an exact time indication required since to be able to
identify missing CSL functions used by R packages, all packages should at least reach the compiling
stage.

Renjin version

Building

Compiling

Tests passing

0.9.2646

1067

946

18795

Table 2. Renjin compatibility improvements by the work performed as part of
the SOUND project.

Renjin benchmarks
During the first part of the project we had created a library of complete bioinformatic workflows
from literature and partners that we use to benchmark the development and performance of Renjin.
Because each workflow is a complete analysis that uses many different R packages and functions,
none of the workflows could be runned successfully on Renjin. After the implementation of S4 object
system and improvement of GCC Bridge toolchain there are now 5 workflows that are running
completely and a few that are almost completely supported (Table 3).
Name

Renjin

GNU R

rppa

4.85 min

3.4 min

survival simple

0.03 sec

0.28 sec

integration liver cohort

2.15 min

13.3 min

clinical liver cohort

0.07 sec

0.5 sec

simulated geo matrix

11.7 min

10.6 min

Table 3. Running times of benchmarks that run on both GNU R and Renjin.
In addition to these workflows we also received number of benchmarks from our SOUND partners.
One of the most interesting benchmarks is the fastGenoGAM benchmark that was provided by Dr.
Gagneur (TUM). We decided to focus more on this workflows for the following reasons (1) it was
written first in pure R but computationally heavy parts were later rewritten in C++, (2) it is heavily
using the S4 object system, especially the S4 methods and classes from the Matrix package, (3) it is
making use of the HDF5 storage for off-memory-storage of the data. That the slow parts of
fastGenoGAM benchmark have been also rewritten in C++ creates the unique opportunity to test
how close we can get the R implementation to the native code implementation by only improving
Renjin.
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fastGenoGAM benchmark example
The fastGenoGAM is a more performant implementation for applying General Additive Models to
genomic data. It uses HDF5 backend as off-memory-storage and the efficient matrix arithmetic
algorithms for sparse matrices provided by the Matrix package. We have analyzed and further
optimized Renjin performance using this benchmark. For the profiling we distinguish between three
different function types, the standard R functions (called "R function"), the C/C++ functions that are
called through .Call interface (called "C function"), and R builtin functions for which all the arguments
are immediately evaluated (called "Builtin"). The metrics we focussed on are the number of times a
function is called during a workflows as well as the runtime of different function types (called "own
time").
As expected, our S4 implementation with caching of classes and methods significantly improved the
overall performance of Renjin. The number of calls to builtin and functions were reduced by 36.6%
and 13.8%, respectively (Figure 2B). The overall runtime also improved for builtins by 17.3% and R
functions by 23% (Figure 2A). Most affected are the functions often used for argument type checking
(such as "is.null", "length") and function or built-in part such as ".Call" and "return" (Figure 3A-C).

Figure 2. Runtime and number of calls to different function types (R, C, and builtin functions) at
different stages of Renjin development and optimization. "non": before S4 implementation, "Impl.
S4": after S4 implementation with caching, "Opt. Ptr": after optimization Renjin pointer
representation, and "Ptr + S4": after java implementation of few S4 related functions in addition to
previous improvements.
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The workflow profiling data further showed that Matrix package native code can be boosted by
improvements to virtual pointer representation (data not shown). Specifically, the way data was
stored in a mixed pointer representation (MixedPtr class) appeared to be expensive. Using a more
performant data type for storing the data improved the performance of the C code by 18.8% as
compared to S4 implementation stage and 3% as compared to before S4 implementation (Figure 2A).
Optimizing the pointer representation primarily affected the C/C++ functions from the Matrix
package (Figure 3D-F).

Figure 3. Analysis of the profiling data after S4 implementation with caching (A-C), optimizing
GCC-bridge pointer representation (D-F), and pointer and S4 optimization (G-I). (A) R functions and
(B) Builtin functions with most reduced time after S4 implementation, (C) Builtins with most reduced
number of calls. (D) R functions, (E) builtins, and (F) C/C++ functions with most reduced runtime after
pointer optimization. (G) R functions and (H) builtins with most reduced calls after optimization of Ptr
and S4. (I) Top R functions with most reduced runtime after S4 and pointer representation.
Interestingly, the loop with limited number of iteration used as a benchmark invokes millions of
function calls. Further analysis of the call stack revealed that most of calls are a result of generation
of new S4 objects and functions involved in S4 object validation and initialization. We hypothesized
that by reducing the number of R function calls and the accompanying booking overhead we could
further improve the performance. We therefore implemented some of the most R functions in Java,
which gives us direct access to the state of each object, making many validation related R functions
obsolete. Indeed this resulted in sharp drop in the number of calls to R functions (46.4%) and builtins
(36.5%) (Figure 2B) and the runtime of these functions was further reduced by 11.3% and 7.9%
(Figure 2A). Java implementations of getClassDef and getClass functions significantly reduced the
number of calls to functions used for S4 object creation, initialization and validation and reduced the
runtime of "getClassDef", "identical", and "topenv" functions (Figure 3G-I).
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Development of a performant prototype for HDF5 data access.
Data access used by partners indicate that HDF5 will be heavily used in the future as an
out-of-memory data storage solution. There are currently a number of Bioconductor data structures
that try to harness the efficient data storage and retrieval power of HDF5 (such as rhdf5, HDF5Array,
DelayedArray, SummarizedExperiment, MultiAssayExperiment, etc.)
We wrote a Renjin specific prototype of HDF5Array [3] (Figure 4) that is 2-6 fold more efficient than
the standard HDF5 library used by GNU R based on workflows we received from Dr. Julien Gagneur
(data not shown).

Figure 4. github repository for open source “renjin-hdf5” package that allows interaction with data
stored in HDF5 format.
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Using Renjin as a package while in GNU R
Since a large number of packages are used within each given workflow we realize it might take a
significant amount of time before majority of bioinformatic workflows can be fully supported by
Renjin. Given in any given workflow only a small number of parts are computationally demanding we
decided to create a “renjin package” [4] that can be runnen from within any given GNU R session,
where user can dispatch the computational heavy parts of the code to Renjin. This package is freely
available through our servers for the public (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Screenshot of renjin-package website with documentation about how to install and use
Renjin like a standard R package.
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Future work
Based on profiling data we can see that only a small fraction of computing time is spend in the Matrix
package C functions involved in matrix arithmetics (Figure 1A). While the code optimizations we have
implemented have reduced the overall number of function calls and functions runtime, there is still
an enormous amount of time spent in R functions involved in bookkeeping and object initialization
and validation. Based on our analysis of the code we believe that the number of function calls and
their runtime can be further reduced if we implement R functions and builtins involved in S4 object
initialization and validation. Furthermore, we plan to use the available S4 class metadata to generate
Java classes at runtime that match the S4 class definition. This will make a large part of current object
validation functions obsolete. We plan to further extend and improve the renjin-hdf5 package to
support more data types and compressions.
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Annex I: Renjin S4 Object System Class Design
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